ROOTED IN

freedom

Acknowledgement
CAN and Soul Alphabet acknowledge the Aboriginal people of the Bibbulmun
nation as the traditional custodians of the lands on which we work and live.
We pay our respects to Elders past and present and honour all Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islanders as the first people of this nation. We are proud to work
with people from all cultures, but we do so on the understanding of
First Peoples, first. Always was. Always will be Aboriginal land.

Warning
This book includes explicit language, experiences of trauma, and adult themes.

Foreword
Rooted in Freedom was part of CAN’s Lotterywest Story Street program, a series
of community arts projects which provide safe spaces for underrepresented (CaLD)
communities to share stories, express identity and build community connections.
The project aims to encourage greater intercultural and intergenerational engagement,
participation and understanding of culture, race and solidarity.
In 2020, Community Arts Network reached out to Soul Alphabet to collaborate on
building and delivering a literary project. We were keen to partner with Soul Alphabet,
having witnessed the incredible grassroots work that Soul Alphabet has done in Boorloo
over the last few years, building revolutionary and inclusive spaces for Bla(c)k and Brown
communities through platforming filmmakers, musicians, photographers, poets and
much more.
And so, Rooted in Freedom was born.
Over three weeks, First Nations writers, Black writers, emerging writers and established
writers came together to talk story and build community. Led by Dr Elfie Shiosaki,
Brianne Yarran and N'Gadie Roberts, each workshop asked the writers to unpack
what it means to be in conversation with freedom. Drawing inspiration from
foundational texts by First Nations and Black women – maar bidi: next generation
black writing edited by Elfie Shiosaki and Linda Martin, and The Resurrection of Winnie
Mandela by Sisonke Msimang – the writers asked themselves questions about race
and identity. These included: how do race and gender construct the world they live in,
which experiences of displacement have hindered their freedom, who has the right to
tell stories of displacement and longing for freedom, and how do they use language
and storytelling to honour their freedom?
It has been an honour for CAN to work with Linda Iriza and the Soul Alphabet team.
We have no doubt that the work they are doing is having a direct and much-needed
impact on the Australian arts sector. This collection of writing is unapologetic, honest,
vulnerable and generous. We know that you will love these women’s stories just as
much as we do.

Meelee Soorkia
General Manager, Community Arts Network
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Editor’s Note
Over the years, I’ve developed a real interest in nurturing safe spaces for Bla(c)k
folks through the celebration of self-expression, be it self-expression through music,
photography or partying, the list goes on. I’m passionate about safe spaces where
community can serve, gather, exchange, share joy and celebrate. On a trip back home to
Kigali during 2018-19, I experienced what safe spaces for Bla(c)k women felt like – spaces
where we would gather and share our experiences, cry together, speak of women who
guide us, release our shame and comfort one another. We would sit in a circle at libraries
and in the backyards of art galleries at gatherings intentionally planned by Choose
Yourself and Sistah Circle Collective. These spaces felt right, sacred, safe, necessary and
affirming. I carried the knowledge and feeling that these spaces gifted me with into all of
the work that I created, took part in, thought about and planned. Centering the narratives
and life experiences of Bla(c)k women became the core of everything that I did; it felt
natural and it felt like a return to myself. I felt like I was honouring not just my story but
the stories of all of the women before me, inside of me and those who will come after me.
Rooted in Freedom is one of the projects that has been guided by this innate need for
nurturing spaces where Bla(c)k women can simply be, share their stories, have discussions,
cry and laugh together. The idea of a writing workshop series kept showing up in my
mind and I had shared it with some of my closest friends and the rest of the Soul Alphabet
family (people that I hold so dearly). Soul Alphabet is an organisation that supports the
Bla(c)k and Brown community through art, music and other creative work, and I have the
privilege of being the director of it. When Emele Ugavule of CAN reached out to me, our
projects aligned so perfectly that it almost felt like deja-vu. The collaboration felt right and
affirming. Within a few months of collaborating together, we had a room full of incredible
facilitators and writers engaging with texts by other Bla(c)k women and writing their own
works, which collectively form the basis of this book.
This book is a true embodiment of a collective work, one that honours the women in our
lives and our own personal stories. I am so incredibly grateful to every writer who attended
the workshop series and made this book a reality. Your stories are so important – thank
you for sharing them with the world.
I still haven’t processed the fact that these workshops were facilitated by three incredible
women: Dr Elfie Shiosaki, Brianne Yarran and N'Gadie Roberts. Seeing those three
names in one sentence makes my heart so happy. I want to say a huge thank you to
Elfie, Brianne and N'Gadie for trusting this idea, sharing your work with us and serving
community.
And to all of the women who have nourished this body of work, this book is for you
as much as it is for our foremothers, community and those who will come after us.
Linda Iriza
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To Black Girls Everywhere
Linnea Tengroth
There is an unspoken sisterhood between us.
I feel like I’ve held your hand before.
We have a shared history of abuse and self hatred.
One day our time will come.
To Black Girls everywhere.
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Community
Sonia Umubyeyi
Hands gather in communion
each granting a blessing,
a different vision.
It's a beautiful thing, achieving freedom collectively.
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Free State
Noelle Ocen-Odoge
I embark on this journey like a snail to a distant leaf towards a new reality of my
inner being,
relinquishing the cocoon that I and the world has encased me in,
crying rivers to FREEDOM,
yearning to reach the sea to be flooded with a sense of bliss and discovery,
I swim towards a rhythm of joy that can pulsate beyond the human that society
has made me out to be,
screaming to a state where I can call myself free…truly and irreconcilably free.
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Dreaming
Lisa Watson

What Does Freedom Mean To You?
In order for me to feel free, I had to think what does being stuck mean?
Lost, Scary and Dark.
Freedom means to be free, to walk around with no worries in the world.
The who, what, where and how.
What does it mean to feel freedom?
To escape the harsh realities of this world filled with hatred and a system that tells
you that you can only be a certain way and do.
I feel free knowing there is more in this world when I let go of the control.
I dream of a place where we can be.
To what started our tree.
We sit in the middle of struggle, no hope of being stuck to be.
Some of us flee for the future of a difference.
Our future is united where we can sit & laugh,
cry,
tell stories.
Connect…
Our beautiful faces, all shapes, colours, with purpose.
The leaders of a world where you are and can be.
This story is my story of the unknown.
What was taken away from us, I still hold onto the pain of others, of us.
The mixture in the pot.
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We were Kings & Queens, with no story to be told and put in place where we had
to be one. When really, we were many.
Shapes,
Sizes,
&
Colours.

I believe…
Our long walk to freedom is healing and unity,
standing firmly and owning our space, our voice and using our strength to pass on.
Being able to let go of the burdens we carry.
To be in a society we are not from.
Taking our armour off.
Letting go.
Taking a breath of fresh air, feeling that go through our lungs.
We stand.
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Sleep
Brieanna Collard
Feet aching, legs sweaty,
Shoulders tense, eyes weary.
The enchanting serenade of a bed's comforting embrace,
The sweetest lullaby in the night sky.
Stuck inside under fluorescent imposition,
I long to lay under the twinkling of a country lit sky,
Nothing but an endless horizon,
Moon soaked montages coalesced into perfection.
An eternally blessed introvert's paradise,
The air punctuated with silence.
Silence.
I long for that Earth blackened reprieve.
Sing me those rest inducing berceuses.
Sweet sleep I yearn.
Sweet sleep I need.
Sweet sleep I savour.
Silence.
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In Justice and in Healing
Linda Iriza
Believe in justice and in healing,
Believe in the fact that another world does exist.
A world where your body, mind and spirit arrive at intersections of divine
healing that transcends your past, present and future selves.
A world where community navigates and crafts an ever-evolving ecosystem
of transformative action and liberation.
Believe in justice and in healing,
The type that surpasses all constructed borders.
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Come Commune with Me
Valerie Weyland
I always start my reflections with stillness, allowing a drop of water to ripple into an
ocean of abyss,
come,
let go of the burdens that keep you stuck in pondering the ‘what ifs’ of life,
and rest.
(as I speak, I too have slowed down, snuggled under my fleece grey blanket and embraced this moment to
pause. I can hear the sounds, the crow chatting away, my bamboo chimes clicking against one another and the
faint sound of life continuing without me).

If I am to ponder about freedom
(for myself and for you),
we must both be still to see the glorious visions arise.
connect your breath,
connect your heart.
Now,
How should we begin this conversation of freedom?
It’s such a broad word with many meanings and I honestly wonder,
‘Has anyone really got it right? And by anyone, I mean humans?’.
Maybe it’s best that we take a step back and allow nature to be our guide.
What is freedom to a bird?
The other day, I could hear the laughter and joy of the ring necked parrots (28s)
outside.
I walked toward our massive palm tree (twice the size of our house) and could see them
bouncing from one leaf to another.
Seeds flying to the ground.
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I stood there and just took it all in.
These birds are free.
They know when to eat,
they know when to rise,
they know when to leave,
they know when to stay,
they know when to rest.
And yet, there’s no novel or university course to guide them.
Just their innate intuition.
They are living one with their truth.
They wanted to fly, so they flew.
That is freedom.
To be in complete harmony and balance.
To trust without any second thought, that you know the way.
To sense (not with your mind) but with your soul,
when to leave and when to stay.
To know love,
beyond the hugs, lust and kisses.
To be love.
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Slayer, Slayer
Brieanna Collard
For justice we need a spiritual awakening,
A moment of reckoning whereby you,
And I mean You!
Acknowledge the infinite glory of your soul.
Whereby you ordain the metaphysical and honour its
visage.
Paint it red,
Paint it green,
Let it be whatever you need.
For you are a celestial vessel empowered by thy decree;
You are power,
You are strength,
You are infinite joy.
Now stride forth warrior,
Slayer of the abysmal void.
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Lucid Lullabies
Collective Poem
I wonder who you were home to,
before me.
Before my lucid lullabies had entered me
engulfing me in darkness.
Enwrapping my insides, I feel a soulful return to myself.
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Weighing Heavy
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In Another Lifetime
N'Gadie Roberts
We are shores
Smoothed by the sea;
Observing
The countless shipwrecks
Of sailors
Who failed to conquer us.
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Woman
Brieanna Collard
Saucy, salacious, slippery
Dirty, shameful, cunt
Oh how perceptions writhe like that slithering serpent
Whispering, titillating,
Demonising, disempowering
The words of fickle men (and some women) seek to soak and delude the
iridescent power of a strong Black woman.
Especially odd,
Especially poor,
Especially QUEER,
Especially big,
Especially Black.
Especially woman.
Wanton, wet and withered
Smoke, shadows and darkness
I hear the alarms of poor self esteem.
A small broken Eukaryotic cell,
Sucked dry of vitality,
Forced to live in poverty.
Without the sounds of a crackling hearth,
Filled with bitter acids erupting from an unsatisfied tummy.
Cold and lonely nights,
Without the kinship of kindred souls.
Oh how I pity,
Oh how I wallow,
How I pity thee,
For I am no mere morsel.
You have NOT extinguished my light.
I am alive.
I am burning.
I. AM. FIRE.
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Uterus
Lisa Watson
Hello my friend of the deep unknown.
Are you hurt?
“Yes I am.”
Are you alone?
“Yes.”
We went through something scary together, that happened so suddenly.
“Yes.”
I shook, like the earth moves underground, split in two.
Crevices, cracks, open. Deep water slipping through the colour of deep red.
Orange and Red sunset kisses of pain.
“Wow.”
I’m sorry I don’t know what to say. I felt like I let you down. My body was hurting but
I couldn’t see you.
I heard your screaming, your shaking, your pain… Like knives gathered together in a
conference room, wanting to speak first.
Ego, anger, projection.
You had no voice.
“I didn’t.”
“We had no choice.”
I left you!
“You did what you could.”
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You’re empty!
“I’m empty.”
But I’m safe.
Were you scared?
“I was.”
I felt as if a tsunami of a red sea had swept up inside of me, with nowhere to go.
Drip, drip, dripping, the tap was left on.
Unplug me!!!
Exhaustion, sleep, rest.
My time was ticking.
Racing, at a speed of lighting.
Darkness.
Emptiness.
We were safe. Warm, fuzzy, blanket. I could wrap you up. Hold you. Comfort you.
You are mine.
I’m sorry.
“It’s ok.”
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Black
Noelle Ocen-Odoge
I am Black.
A word equivalent to dirt and gold.
A feeling of wrong and right.
A smell of sick and roses.
A taste of bitter and sweet.
I tell myself I am Black,
People say I am Black,
But I am more.
I am human, more than a word, feeling, smell or taste can ever tell.
But still,
What some people see is just Black,
What some people ever want to know is just the color,
BLACK.
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Enwrapping My Insides
Linda Iriza
I too deserve to (be) love(d),
The type that enwraps my insides with joy and brings my knees to a firm honey-like
state of honesty,
The type that can only be found when you let go.
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When I Write, I See Beauty
Valerie Weyland
When writing I often look to my environment for inspiration,
In particular,
I reflect on the emotions that arise during my encounters with life.
I’ve made a habit of noticing the needle hidden amongst the leaves,
to some it seems trivial.
“Who cares about the needle? What use is it to you when it’s rusted and frail?”
But I see beauty,
the rust,
the dirt,
the sun,
the trees.
Oh they have depth,
they have stories that move me.
So when I think of displacement
I see light even the most painful experiences.
I see purpose in pain.
I see purpose in being moved.
I see purpose in being uprooted.
I see purpose in creating fertile soil.
Why?
Because change is the only thing that is certain,
as many great writers, artists and poets have said before me.
Change is inevitable.
There is no choice.
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I see my plants changing every single day.
As once a drooping plant, that I’ve moved to a new space, is blooming and even
growing new leaves.
I see the seasons constantly changing, sometimes in just a single day.
I see myself constantly changing,
All I have to do is look at old Facebook posts and think 'wow, I was really writing
posts like
"can’t wait for Vegas!!!!".
I’ve changed beyond my own memory.
Maybe displacement,
or rather movement, is an integral part of life.
Maybe I had to feel discomfort of being forced to bend and squeeze my radiance
into a corporate box,
into western ideologies,
into lateral colourism,
To realise that I must uproot and replant into new soil to be light once again.

So my question to you is:
What movement is calling you?
What change is arising, pushing, prodding, and poking you to move?
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Weet-Bix
Noelle Ocen-Odoge
Keys jingle.
Door creaks open.
Dog barks.
Dust moves through the air like musical notes telling a story written long before,
"I'm here ",
"I can get up now ".
Legs stuff, bones grind with rust.
Helping hands to guide a soul embedded in a body that can't move.
Feelings of pain and smiles of joy.
Breakfast is made,
Weet-Bix again and tea with a splash of milk.
Stories told, roots connected.
Pain shared hearts tied together with the strings of suffering,
"Do you need help with anything else today",
"No I am okay",
"I will see you tomorrow, have a nice day".
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Ancestry
Collective Poem
Memories fading amidst salt smells
the rust tells my story,
worn and torn.
Weighing heavy like the bloodline I carry.
Entangled but buoyant,
rising above terrestrial despair.
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Embodying
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My Cosmic Realm of Blackness
Valerie Weyland
I am Black,
I am woman,
I am spirit,
I am free,
I am love.
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The Women in Me
Sonia Umubyeyi
I feel pride when I hear the stories of the women before me.
I find strength in the songs they sang,
songs that carry the history of my forefathers.
My body moves to mimic the joy they give me.
I hear their voices,
words echoing resistance and bold in fortitude.
My existence is rooted in their power.
I have become a home for their spirits,
possessed by their warmth.
I’m living a life that truly honours them.
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Voyager
N'Gadie Roberts
Freedom is a mystic voyage we must embark on.
A journey
that swallows us
into the esophagus
of aching dreams,
until we reach
the belly of hope.
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Trans-Form
Brieanna Collard
Laying bloodied,
Body under siege.
The delightful sounds of a mid-autumn's breeze,
Lamenting it’s assent.
The clutch of a Canopius mother tree,
Stopping my bleed.
Moonlight captivating a star studded sky.
I am both born and dead.
I am both dead and alive.
I have transcended the twisted mirage of the feminine mystique.
I lay.
Genitals splayed.
Desecrated upon the precipice of a most anticipated arrival.
A new life has been born.
A young woman free from the society that constrains her.
A young woman free from the family that cannot understand her.
A young woman free from the sorrow that discomforted her.
A young woman free.
Free from never being a man.
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Moulding
Linda Iriza
Freedom is an abundant amount of light,
It is a release,
It is swimming in the Kivu lake at 6am,
just laying there and being held by the waters of your ancestors.
Freedom is the love that wraps you, moulds you, kisses you, grounds you.
It is an overflow of joy,
just like your mother’s hands stirring igikoma,
stirring it in perfect torrents of love.
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á na esi n úlo márá nma puó áma
(Igbo proverb: One’s beauties start from the home to the outside environment)

Valerie Weyland
Honouring my sense of liberation is a journey of looking inward
and allowing my inner connection to self,
to illuminate every facet of my life.

I honour my freedom.
I honour my joy.
I honour my peace.
By being freedom.
By being joy.
By being peace.
By being unwavering and divine love.
You see,
You can not desire to do something
that you aren’t already are.
So,
Start becoming,
Start embodying,
Start being.
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Rooted
Collective Poem
I carry with me the roots of my elders,
connected to ancestors before me,
they feed an inner knowing of my inevitable destiny to blossom.
Blossom into an ultraviolet well of my ancestors wildest dreams.
I am my creators vessel of sanctimonious decree,
continuously nourishing the lineage of our soul.
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Write your own poems
What does freedom look like, feel like, taste like?
How do we get free?
What current roots, anchors and chains holding you back from your freedom?
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Meet the Writers
Brieanna Collard
I love words! I love reading them, hearing them (sometimes), saying them
and writing them. It’s a phonetic lyrical symphony with rhythm and mood no matter how or what is written. What’s not to be liked?

Linda Iriza
Linda Iriza is a Rwandan currently based in Boorloo (Perth) and the director
of Soul Alphabet. Her work centres African youth and continues to create
community projects that bring them together physically and digitally.

Imara Mandred
Imara is a dedicated youth advocate, change maker, mentor, community
shaker and storyteller. Most recently she has been lecturing in youth work
and community services at North Metropolitan TAFE. Imara is also active
in the art scene in Perth and she is passionate about seeing African stories
being told right.

Vuma Phiri
As a young woman living in Perth, Vuma has always found herself engaging
with the stories around her as a form of entertainment, learning and to gain
empathy. Her life began in storytelling, from the origin of her name, to living
with parents who collect novels to add to their bookshelves at home. Vuma
also loves to share her thoughts on what she’s currently reading via her
instagram book account, @diaspora_reader.

N'Gadie Roberts
N'Gadie is a published fiction writer, and Master of Clinical Audiology student
at The University of Western Australia (UWA). She was born in Sierra Leone
but has spent most of her life here in Perth, and was one of the facilitators for
our ‘Rooted in Freedom’ workshops. Story writing has been her passion since
childhood, and before studying Audiology, N'Gadie completed her Honours in
English and Creative Writing at UWA. Her area of speciality is the gothic and
the uncanny. She is also an avid travel writer, and has run creative writing
workshops in schools in London. Her book ‘Grave Delights’ will be released
later this year.
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Linnea Tengroth
Linnea is an emerging theatre maker and performer from Stockholm,
Sweden. She is a graduate of the Performance Making course at the
Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts (WAAPA).
Linnea brings a big passion for intercultural theatre, physical theatre, female
driven narratives and spoken word. Her work is driven by the desire to give
a voice to those who don’t have the space or freedom to speak. This year
Linnea performed in ‘HAIR’, a show about the politics of hair and femininity
at The State Theatre Centre of WA as part of their Fringe program: ‘State of
Play’. Linnea is currently working on a new show for Black women regarding
mental health, ‘Black Girl Rising’. She believes there is an abundance of
stories from the Black community that need to be told.

Noelle Ocen-Odoge
Noelle is originally from California and has been in Australia for a little over
two years. Her poetry is about her inner quest to discover the complexities
of her soul and to understand how and why she has become the person she
is today. In her poetry, she also shares her experience of being a disability
support worker and how that has influenced the way she looks at the world.
Through her writings, she hopes to inspire a breath of change and greater
understanding of what it means to live as a Black woman in a western
white dominated world.

Lisa Watson
Born in Cape Town, South Africa, Lisa grew up in New Zealand and currently
lives in Perth, Western Australia. Lisa is a creative soul who is finding her way
in this world. She loves connecting with the community and exploring her
creative passions, like acting and writing. Lisa is an event planner and loves
being involved in the arts and helping creatives around her thrive.
In recent years, Lisa has been engaged in creative projects that have brought
out more pride in her cultural background. She tries to make that shine
through in all her content along with an uplifting and educational aspect
as well. Culture is at the heart of everything she does.
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Valerie Weyland
Valerie Weyland is an explorer at heart, always open to what life may bring.
She is a storyteller, nurturer, healer, creative, lover of the seen and unseen,
ever-present student and ever-evolving teacher. She is Nigerian-American,
born and raised in Inglewood, California and has called Western Australia
home for nearly 9 years. She is the founder of Brown Girl Bloom, a loving
space for Black, Indigenous, Women of colour to heal and bloom with a
focus on meditation and reiki (energy healing).

Sonia Umubyeyi
Sonia is a 21 year old nursing student whose heart is with community.
She is someone who truly supports many initiatives created for us and by us.
At her University, she took a leap of faith and started the first ever African
Student Club. She also loves to read and is passionate about nurturing her
voice through writing.
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Notes of Gratitude
Soul Alphabet
Soul Alphabet is a platform run by Afrikan women that supports our
Bla(c)k and Brown community through art, music & other creative work!
We would like to say a huge thank you to the incredible people who
helped bring this to life. Thank you for giving space, time, knowledge and
guidance. Thank you to Dr Elfie Shiosaki, Brianne Yarran and N'Gadie
Roberts; the Soul Alphabet team – Linda Iriza, Tife Adegboye, Adeniyi
Adegboye and Chiluba Young; the CAN team; Tarisai Ndongwe; our friends
and community; Sepsi Munalula and more!
We would love to continue to be in community with you,
reach out to us via: info@soulalphabet.com

Community Arts Network
CAN creates positive social change through the arts, building inclusion and
understanding between people. Knowing that art transforms communities,
CAN has pursued this purpose for 35 years, building relationships that
create opportunities for people to determine for themselves what stories
best express the diversity of experience, aspiration and imagination alive
in Western Australians.
canwa.com.au
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ROOTED IN

freedom
Rooted in Freedom honours the expressions of Bla(c)k
women writers currently residing within the Bibbulmun
Nation. This collective body of work navigates the
intersections between race, gender, personal narrative
and the longing for freedom. It emerged from a series of
writing workshops, guided by Dr Elfie Shiosaki, Brianne
Yarran and N'Gadie Roberts, and was developed through
the weaving of communities and the exchange of stories.
This book is a celebration of Bla(c)k literature, a call for
collective liberation and an offering of gratitude to the
work of other Bla(c)k women who came before.
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